50s

Ress Family Wineries –› J. Bäumer

Joachim Bäumer was an important Rheingau winemaker and wine merchant from Hattenheim.
Even at the time of the German economic miracle, Bäumer recognized the international potential of his wines and successfully marketed them throughout Europe.

70s
Later in the 70s, also people overseas
rejoiced in the individual wines.

The Ress family took over
the export winery in 1957
and thus laying the foundation for international channeling of their companies.

Ress Family Wineries –› J. Bäumer
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To the present day, J. Bäumer is one
of the Ress Family Wineries` most
successful international brands.
Balthasar Ress Wines with the capital
“B” have been bestsellers now for
years. Representative of modern
and fruity Riesling. A pleasure –
WORLDWIDE!

About Ress Family

Ress Family Wineries

Ress Family
Wineries

Keyfacts

CREATIVE BRAND WORLDS AND CHARACTERFUL WINE COLLECTIONS

More than

150

100%
family owned

Family managed
for
PROUD SUPPLIER OF LEADING
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES

5

YEARS
of experience

generations

Exporting wines to
over 40 countries

Gastronomy, wine trade, viticulture the Ress family from Hattenheim in the
Rheingau region has stood for multifaceted indulgence since 1870. At that
time, Balthasar Ress opened the »Hotel
Ress« in what is now known as »Hotel
Kronenschlösschen«. On his wine selection, he soon listed wines under his
family name. After the First World War,
the restaurant business developed into a
successful wine trade. In the 1920s, Carl
Ress, one of Balthasar´s sons, developed
it into a stately winery. In the 50ies Carl

and his nephew Paul Ress took over the
acclaimed export winery »Hasensprung Joachim Bäumer». This thus laid sound
foundation for future international activities. Stefan Ress, the eldest son of Paul
and today‘s senior, joined the company
as a limited partner in 1963.
After Carl´s death in 1976 the Balthasar
Ress KG was completely restructured:
All export and winery activities where
now handled by the Stefan B. Ress KG
Weinkellerei and Balthasar Ress KG was

further developed into a pure wine estate.
Since 2004, Christian Ress, Stefans´ son,
has been the fifth generation of the company‘s shareholders. With innovative
ideas such as the Private Members‘ Club
wineBANK and successful business
models, he is successfully guiding the
family heritage into the future. This also
includes the negociant business, which is
now grouped under the umbrella of the
»Ress Family Wineries».

Rheingau

Rheingau

Rheingau

Where the Rhein River takes a break

Balthasar Ress
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FACTS & FIGURES
VINEYARDS HECTARES:
3,210ha / 7,930 acres
MAIN GRAPE VARIETIES:
Riesling (78.2%)
Spätburgunder (12.7%)
SOIL TYPES:
many kinds of soil, including chalk,
sand, gravel, all types of clay, loess,
quartzite and slate

The Rheingau is one of the most famous
and appreciated wine regions of the
world thanks to its worldwide renowned
Rieslings. Excellent wines are produced
thanks to the region’s many centuries
of culture and tradition, unique microclimate and soil types. Millions of years
ago, the Rhein River started seeding the
ideal conditions for vine growing by
changing its natural flow from straight
north to west. In the early 12th century, monks established and developed
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viticulture techniques that are still used
to this day. In 1775, due to mysterious
circumstances, the harvest permission
arrived 2 weeks after the standard date.
The monks decided to select the overripe grapes anyway, which gave birth
to the famous Prädikat Spätlese. Even
though Rheingau was the first to invent
the different Prädikat levels, it was the
first region to promote dry wines and
single vineyards sites.

»Riesling is the classic grape of the Rheingau where it perhaps best reflects,
in a steely, lemony, sometimes mineral-scented way,
the differences between even neighbouring vineyards.«
JANCIS ROBINSON

2018
J. Bäumer
Pinot Noir
History
THE COSMOPOLITAN
Joachim Bäumer was an important Rheingau winemaker and wine merchant from Hattenheim. Even at the
time of the German economic miracle, Bäumer recognized the international potential of his wines and
successfully marketed them throughout Europe. Later in the 70s also the people overseas were rejoiced in the
induvidual wines. The Ress family took over the export winery in 1957 and thus laid the foundation for the
international orientation of their Wine Cellars.
To this day, J.Bäumer is one of the most successful international brands of the Stefan B.Ress Wine Cellars. The
wines with the capital »B» have been among the bestsellers. Th ey stand for modern, fruity Rieslings. Always a
pleasure – around the globe!

The Producer
RESS FAMILY WINERIES is a brand of the Stefan B.Ress Winery, which looks back on decades of trading
tradition. Today the Stefan B. Ress KG exports to over 35 countries around the globe.

Vinification
The fermentation of the wines takes place in temperature controlled stainless steel tanks. Thus the wine
retains its natural aromas and its typical freshness. Beforehand the berries ferment with the grape skin on the
mash to extract the tannins and the colour. The light acidity is also very well visible and provides the necessary
drinking flow.

Grape variety
100% Pinot Noir

Tasting Note
A simple but nevertheless animating Pinot Noir for the deserved end of the day. Cherry red in the glass with
lots of fruit and berries in the nose. On the palate Blackberry, Cherry and Black Currant. Aging taste without
becoming heavy. Entices to the next glass.

Analysis
alcohol [% vol.]: 12,50

sugar [g/l]: 3,40

acidity[g/l]: 5,20

